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For your safety:



THE USE OF THIS PAPAGLIDER IS ENTIRELY AT YOUR OWN RISK. THE MANUFACTURER WILL NOT ACCEPT ANY CLAIMS! EVERY PILOT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE OPERATING CONDITION OF HIS/HER PARAGLIDER! IT IS A PREREQUISITE THAT EACH PILOT IS IN POSESSITION OF A VALID PILOTS LICENCE. THIS PARAGLIDER HAS BEEN CERTIFIED AND BUILT IN COMPLIANCE WITH DHV RULES AND REGULATIONS. DO NOT CHANGE THE CONFIGURATION OF YOUR GLIDER. IF YOU DO, YOU WILL LOSE YOUR DHV CERTIFICATION. INSTINCT: DHV 1/1-2



Hochriesstraße 1 83126 Flintsbach, Germany Phone: +49-(0) 8034-909 700 Email: [email protected]
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Fax: +49-(0) 8034-909 701 Web: http://www.icaro-wings.de
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Dear ICARO Pilot, Congratulations on buying a new ICARO paraglider INSTINCT! This paraglider was produced with great care so that you enjoy many flights. Every pilot bears the responsibility of his/her own safety and must do a thorough pre flight check before every flight and must ensure that the paraglider is properly checked at regular intervals.



So that you feel comfortable with your paraglider right from the start, we recommend that you read this manual. You will quickly get to know your new paraglider. Apart from flight information, this manual also contains important safety instructions. You must get to know your paraglider. Apart from flight information, this manual contains important care and operating instructions which are vital for your safety and preservation of your paraglider. Should you decide to sell this paraglider at a later date, please pass on this manual to the new owner. It is strictly prohibited to fly the INSTINCT ... outside the DHV specified weight range with roll angles exceeding 90° with a paramotor if the glider is not certified by the DULV in rain, snowfall, clouds or fog in turbulent weather conditions acrobatics are highly dangerous and therefore not permitted with insignificant training and experience of the pilot.



Attention: Every pilot bears the responsibility of his/her own safety and must do a thorough pre flight check before every flight and must ensure that the paraglider is properly checked at regular intervals.



I.



Your INSTINCT



Characteristics of INSTINCT We recommend INSTINCT for all pilots, who have finished their training and are looking for a sporty paraglider. Talented pilots, who are still students will have success with the INSTINCT. This wing is aimed at pilots who do 30 to 50 launches per year. The INSTINCT is very suitable for freestyle in smaller sizes. INSTINCT offers the pilot a high safety potential, but the pilot must observe the rules of the air for all flight sports, especially the rules of right of way so as to avoid dangerous situations.



Technical Data INSTINCT



fun & action



Wing Area Flat Wing Area Projected Wing Span Flat Wing Span Projected Aspect Ratio Cells Take Off Weight Speed (Trimmer) Max Speed Risers Weight Certification



m² m² m m A/R kg km/h km/h kg DHV



XS



S



M



L



22,92 18,94 10,89 9,00 5,17 39 60-80 37-39 >50 4+1 6,0 BEP



25,54 21,11 11,50 9,50 5,17 39 70-95 37-39 >50 4+1 6,4 DHV1/1-2



28,30 23,39 12,10 10,00 5,17 39 85-110 37-39 >50 4+1 7,0 DHV1/1-2



31,20 25,79 12,71 10,50 5,17 39 95-125 37-39 >50 4+1 7,5 DHV1-2



INSTINCT is available in the colour combination white/grey/blue and white/black/red. Special colours are available on request. Maximum safety, good performance, direct and precise steering with the brakes and by weight shift – all this was not a huge challenge for the designers of INSTINCT. We wanted a wing suitable for acro and freestyle with a maximum speed of over 50 km/h. We have achieved our goal. INSTINCT is the first paraglider from ICARO with which you can fly thermals, long distance, freestyle and acro. Try out new routes, flight areas, manoeuvres with the performance of an intermediate and the stability and passive safety of a DHV 1.
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INSTINCT has 4 fold risers with trimmers. Big and Small Ears are made easier by the separation of the A-risers. Simple launch behaviour, C-Stall, steering with the D-risers and an optimal geometry for accelerated flight were important aspects in the development of these risers.



Adjustment of a paragliding harness with variable cross-bracing: The more the cross-bracing is tightened, the lesser the ability of the pilot to feel turbulences. These harnesses were once popular, but has since been recognised that feeling the gliders reaction to turbulences is important fort he pilot to provide the corrective input.



The cleverly designed line gallery gives the INSTINCT a line layout, which ensures stability and excellent flight characteristics. Brake lines are attached in such a way so as to combine good handling with minimum pressure on the brakes without tending towards negative spin. INSTINCT compensates any over reaction from the pilot. All lines were hung and sewn with precision. The end control of all line lengths is documented for all paragliders produced by ICARO Paragliders.



Line Material / Line Strengths To ensure durability, we use HMA-Kern (High-Molecular-Aramid) with a PE covering for protection. Depending on the line level, we use different diameters: - Diameter 1,8 mm - Diameter 1,1 mm - Diameter 0,9 mm -



breaking strength 229 daN breaking strength 114 daN. breaking strength 125 daN.



Canopy (Sail Cloth) Porcher Marine NCV 9017 E85A, E77A and E35 is used for the INSTINCT in different colours. Selected for its durability and resistance to UV-damage and it reduces weight.



II.



FLIGHT TIPS



Pre Flight Check And Flight Preparation It is important to perform a pre flight check before taking off. Please give the following points your special attention: Whilst unfolding your paraglider check the canopy and cell walls for damage. Always take into consideration that the paraglider may have become damaged during transportation. Check the lines for knots, twisting and damage. Also check the brake lines for knots and kinks. Check the main brake lines. They must be symmetric. The correct length of the main brake line must not be altered. Check your harness and make sure that all connections to pilot are correctly closed. Check that all karabiners are closed and can not be opened accidentally in flight and that the risers are not twisted. Check the position of the trimmer on both risers. Please ensure that you are wearing gear which offers both optimal comfort and protection (helmet with chin protection, boots, gloves and an overall).



DHV - Certification We design our gliders to meet the strict regulations of the DHV.



Flying With INSTINCT



INSTINCT DHV certification is valid using any harness which has been categorized by the DHV “GH”. Harnesses with the category “GX” and other special single purpose harnesses are not recommended because of the cross-braced strapping which detracts from the ability to steer by weight shifting.



Lay your glider in an arc form and observe the following points:



To find out which class of harness your harness belongs to, check the certification sticker or ask the manufacturer. Nearly all harnesses belong the category „GH“ since 1983. A list of all harnesses certified by the DHV is available from the DHV.



Check the direction of the wind, so that when you pull up, both halves of the canopy are filled symmetrically. Separate the line groups carefully and bring the risers in order.
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When you pull on the A-risers, the lines in the middle of the wing should be under tension before the lines on the wing ends. This ensures an even easier start.
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All lines must run freely from harness to canopy. It is equally important that the brake lines are unhindered and cannot get caught up during the launch. If the risers are not twisted, the brake lines run freely through the roll on the D-riser to the back of the canopy.



Using the accelerator decreases the angle of attack and can make the glider more prone to collapse. Therefore excessive use of the accelerator near the ground should be avoided. We recommend a speed system with 2 or 3 levels in order to get use of the full speed of the INSTINCT.



A cravat during the launch can be extremely dangerous.



Launch Hold the A risers and the handles of the brakes, after you have finished the obligatory pre flight check. Use progressive pressure on the A-risers and the energy of your own body weight until the wing is fully inflated overhead. The canopy is inflated quickly due to the super short lines. Hold you arms out and up as an extension of the A-lines. When there is no pull from the lines and the wing is overhead, use slight pressure on the brake. Look up and make sure that the canopy is fully inflated. After a few accelerating steps and at the same time let go of the brakes gently, you will take off. Then use slight pressure again on the brakes to fly at a speed with minimal sink.



Turning The INSTINCT is very agile and reacts to steering impulses quickly and directly. Both flat curves with minimal height loss and deep steep curves are no problem. A combined steering technique (weight shift and pulling the brake line on the inside of the curve) is suitable for every situation. Strong, one sided pulling of the brakes brings the INSTINCT into an obvious side angle and the glider flies fast steep curves until spiral dive begins.



Acceleration (with speed system) Before using an acceleration system you must ensure that it is attached properly and that the speed system and harness are adjusted to each other for best performance. Adjustment of the foot accelerator The length of the accelerator is adjusted to the left and right of the foot pedal so that when your leg is fully extended, then the acceleration is at maximum – both rollers are touching.
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For the majority of your flight you will not use the accelerator. For better penetration in headwinds you can fly faster by using the accelerator system. When you want to descend quickly and the ears have been folded in, push down on the foot accelerator. The acceleration system has the following uses: When you use the accelerator, the D-risers remain unchanged. 7, 5 cm further along is the C-level. B and outermost A-risers are 15 cm down. The first A-riser is 17 cm under the D-level at full acceleration. This decreases the angle of attack of the whole glider and increases speed. The flight stability of the INSTINCT remains intact at increased speed because of the adapted geometry of the acceleration system. Flying with an integrated acceleration system should be used in proper doses. The more turbulent the weather conditions and when near the ground, the less acceleration should be used. The increase in speed using an acceleration system is considerable and should not be underestimated. Do not use the acceleration system and brakes at the same time! It is very dangerous to use both simultaneously as it can result in serious collapses.



Thermals and flying in turbulences: "Active Flying" While flying thermals we recommend that you steer the INSTINCT by pulling on the inner brake lines and releasing the outer brake lines to about half the distance that you have pulled on the inner lines (opposite movement on the brake lines). We advise you to apply the brakes at all times whilst flying in turbulences. You hereby increase the opening angle and the wing is more stable. At the same time the pilot has a better feeling for the canopy via the brakes. When the pressure on the brakes decreases, then pull down more on the brakes for a short moment to avoid a possible collapse. According to the strength and length of turbulences this can be more than 100% of the brake path for a short time. Under normal conditions, with 100% of the brake path is the point where deep stall begins. When flying into strong thermals please pay attention that the canopy does not remain behind the pilot. This is avoided by releasing the brakes when entering an up-wind to increase speed.
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C-Line Stall Vice versa the glider must be slowed down with the brakes if the canopy falls before the pilot when entering a down-wind or exiting a thermal. We recommend increasing speed when crossing a downwind or during headwind. This type of flight technique is called “active flying”. The pilot may roll his body with weight shift to move with the glider when the glider rolls to the right or left. These subtle adjustments keep the glider flying smoothly.



Landing The INSTINCT is very easy to land. In a straight landing manoeuvre, apply the brakes gently about 7m above ground. After releasing the brakes the wing picks up speed and you fly 50cm over the landing area and start to bring down the wing with the brakes. The stronger the headwind, the easier you must pull on the brakes. Please avoid landings when coming out of a turn or fast turning shortly before landing because of the pendulum movements this causes. Attention: If you leave the inflated leading edge bang on the ground, this can cause the cell walls to burst! Please always keep check on other pilots in the air so that you can avoid a collision.



Towing When towing the INSTINCT, Please ensure that the canopy is directly above the pilot. In the start phase make sure that the pull is gentle so that the pilot can takes off at a flat angle. A towing force in excess of 100 kg is not permitted. The maximal force on the towing line must not exceed the body weight of the pilot. Towing is only allowed in Germany if both the pilot and the person towing have certification to do so. The winch must have an approved quality mark and has to be certified that it is suitable for towing paragliders. Generally speaking, local rules and regulations must be observed and please ensure you use an experienced towing team and proper towing gear.



III.



It is common knowledge that to enter and hold a B-line stall requires considerable strength. Entering a B-line stall in strong upward air movements may not be possible for weaker pilots, even with gliders equipped with easy enter B-line stall aids. Entering a B-line stall can also be damaging to the canopy material because of the strain on certain points of the material. This is mentioned in several other user manuals. Due to its profile and its balanced geometry, INSTINCT offers you a C-line stall instead of a B-line stall. The C-line stall can be entered in fast moving upward air movements with little strength and is far easier to hold for longer periods of time. Important: The C-line stall is not a well known manoeuvre. It was designed and tested especially for the INSTINCT as a descent technique. We cannot guarantee that this manoeuvre is as simple and safe to execute with other gliders as with the INSTINCT. The entrance to a C-stall is similar to that of a B-stall: take the brakes in your hands (do not twist them around your hands), then take the C-risers from the outer side at the sky clips karabiner and pull down slowly and symmetrically (IMPORTANT) max 15 cm. To enter the C-stall is unusually easy – do not let this disturb you. The canopy behaves as in a B-stall, but is more stable and the sink rate increases with every pulled down centimetre – approximately 3 m/ sec. more than in a B-stall. To exit the C-stall release the C-risers slowly and symmetrically. The INSTINCT has no tendency to enter a deep stall. The glider will resume normal flight. The rosette formation which sometimes happens with a B-stall in other wings was impossible with the INSTINCT in a C-stall during our test flights. However, should this rosette formation occur, due to turbulences or a false entry, then please exit this manoeuvre immediately. General Warming: This flight manoeuvre should only be executed after the pilot has checked that there is sufficient terrain clearance to do so, should always have a rescue chute and if possible over water.



Descent Techniques Ground Training



Use the manoeuvres B-line-stall, spiral dive and small/big ears with the trimmer as ways of descending quickly – over 5m/sec.
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In order to get to know your INSTINCT, we recommend that you practise with your glider on the ground. Pulling up in flat gradients is great practise for fine tuning
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your launch techniques. Here you can get to learn the reactions of your glider without any stress and hectic. Ground practise pays off in the air.



Spiral Dive This manoeuvre is only for experienced pilots. To initiate a spiral dive, look in the direction you want to go, roll your body weight in that direction and at the same time smoothly pull down on the inside brake. The INSTINCT will start to turn, speed up and then drop into a spiral. To keep the wing under control you must pull and release the inside brake. Safe decent rates of 7-9 m/sec are possible. Please ensure that you have enough distance to the ground to exit the spiral dive. Please exit slowly. Bring your body weight back to a neutral position and as soon as the wing levels out, apply the brakes gently. This procedure should be done slowly and will take a couple of turns to complete. The INSTINCT does not have a tendency for stable spiral dive. If under certain conditions, it should go into a stable spiral dive then actively exit the manoeuvre by bringing your weight into a neutral position, release the brakes of the inner curve side and brake gently on the outer curve side until you notice that the wing starts to level out. Then gently brake on the inside curve for several turns until normal flights returns. Attention: If you pull abruptly and too far on the brakes, the canopy may enter a negative spin. When entering a spiral dive keep the brake on the outer curve released.



ICARO-Test Pilot Xandi Meschuh with the INSTINCT at lake Gardr in Italy..



IV.



Flight Incidents



Big And Small Ears Take the outer A-risers of the TWICE in your hand, without releasing the brakes and pull down leaving it run through your hands (use gloves!). Sink rate increases to 5m/sec but not the forward speed. The aim of this manoeuvre is to descend in strong thermals. Before landing, release the pulled down A-risers to achieve normal sink speed for a gentle landing. Just like in the B-line-stall manoeuvre, keep the brakes in your hand. In this way, it is possible to fold in up to two thirds of the leading edge. If you use a trimmer then s sink speeds of 5m/sec can be achieved. Reopen the wing by pushing up with your hands and if necessary then pump the brakes with short symmetric movements. For directional control while using the big ears, you should use weight shift.



Warning: Simulation of flight incidents (SFI) should only take place at professional safety training seminars with professional trainer and only while flying over water. For your safety, SFI training should only be conducted in a controlled environment: rescue boat in position, life jacket, well adjusted radio and reserve parachute.



Deep / Parachute Stall Your INSTINCT has been carefully designed to resist entering deep stall. If you pull strongly on the rear risers the INSTINCT normally ends a deep stall independently when you release the rear risers. Before exiting a deep stall please ensure that the brakes are fully released. Actively exit the deep stall by reaching up and push forward with both palms on both A-risers or pull on the risers.



The pitch angle of your paraglider is increased using small and big ears, the brake path is shortened and the risk of inducing a deep stall is high. Using trimmers during this manoeuvre helps reduce these negative risks.
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Asemmetric Collapse



Negative Spin



While flying in turbulent conditions it may occur that a portion of your glider deflates. This is normally not a critical situation and reinflation occurs quickly without any input from the pilot. However, just like in flying in turbulences, please pull gently on both brakes. Reinflation is speeded up by counteracting the turning movement of the canopy until normal forward flight return. Then pump the brake line on the collapsed side. If you have a collapse when the trimmer is open, then pull on the trimmer according to the weight load.



A negative spin should not happen in normal flight. However, spins are often performed in SFI training to experience the gliders limits and so that pilots have a better understanding of the safe range of brake use. If the pilot abruptly applies full brake to one side of the glider while the other side is at zero brake, the faster side may fly around the braked and stalled side resulting in a spin. Alternatively, if flying very slowly with almost full brakes on both sides, if one hand releases one brake suddenly, while the other continues with full brake, the glider may enter a negative spin. To exit a spin with your INSTINCT just do “hands up” to release the brakes and the glider will return to normal flight.



Symmetric Collapse A glider may collapse symmetrically when flying through sudden down draughts in a front stall or by pulling strongly on the A-risers. The leading edge collapses abruptly along the whole wing span. The pendulum movement is eased by applying the brakes and speeds up reinflation. INSTINCT normally reinflates promptly in a symmetric collapse without pilot input. Applying the brakes symmetrically will speed things up.



Cravat This never occurred during any of our test flights. However, it could happen in rare circumstances that a part of the glider, particularly a wing tip, gets caught in its own lines (e.g. in extreme turbulences or an error in the visual line check of the canopy before take-off. Large cravats result mainly in uncontrollable spiral dives. There are a few ways to try to rectify this situation:



Try pumping on the side of the cravat Pull the stabilo line (the outermost B-line) Actively collapse the cravat side and release



Full Stall Warning: It is imperative that the pilot fully completes this manoeuvre and holds on, as a premature release while the glider is still falling back may cause the glider to rapidly dive ahead past the pilot. There is a possibility of the pilot landing in or entangling in the glider. To initiate a full stable stall, apply both brakes to maximum arm extension. If possible grasp the seat of your harness to assist keeping your arms locked. Do not –under any circumstances- release at this point. The glider will slow down and stall, falling quickly behind the pilot. Avoid the urge to release. The pilot will swing back under the canopy and finally the canopy will stabilize to a full stall. Once in a stable stall, the manoeuvre can be completed. Release the brakes just a little and let the glider fill until it regains shape. Then release the brakes fully and your INSTINCT will return to normal flight.



Emergency Steering Should it no longer be possible to steer your INSTINCT, for example due to a broken line, the glider may be steered by gently pulling on either D-riser. Handling will be more direct so be careful not to pull too hard. A good way to get practice is during ground handling.



If all else fails, attempt a full stall – only if sufficient altitude remains. Warning: Freeing a cravat may be complicated, even for an experienced pilot. If you have exhausted all these options, you are uncertain how to proceed and you do not have control over your glider and you are running out of altitude, immediately deploy your reserve parachute.



V.



Repairs And Maintenance



Care Instructions Even with good care and maintenance, just like any item exposed to the elements, your INSTINCT can wear out after a certain amount of use. This can change flight
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behaviour and safety. We recommend a regular safety inspection of the canopy and all lines. If you wish to clean your glider it is best to use warm water and a soft sponge. Store your glider in a dry and dark place, ideally between 5° and 30° Celsius. Do not store it near chemicals or petrol. If you will not fly for longer period, store the glider releasing all compression straps and take it out of its backpack so that the fabric is not compressed, creased or stretched. If the glider has become wet, lay it out so that air can get to all areas of the fabric. Warning: It may take several days for your glider to dry out completely especially the lines, which take longer than the fabric. Do not fold and store your glider prematurely if it not completely dry. Mildew may damage your glider and the performance of a wet glider can change significantly.



Warning: Avoid storing your glider for days at a time in a hot car.



General Information About Inspection You will need the following items in order to perform a paraglider inspection: •



Standardized inspection report



•



Porosity meter



•



Spring scale



•



Equipment for measuring line lengths



•



Equipment for line breaking strength testing



•



Sewing machine



•



Big, clean and bright room



•



A proper instruction course for inspecting paragliders from ICARO Paragliders (Fly & More GmbH)



Repairs



For questions about the costs and times of paragliding inspection courses please contact ICARO – Fly & More GmbH.



If your INSTINCT needs to be repaired, please contact your local ICARO Paragliders dealer. Small holes in the canopy can be repaired by the pilot by using self adhesive sailcloth on both sides of the perforation. Damage to the lines or any other repairs should only be carried out at an authorized ICARO centre.



InspectionTime Interval



Inspection



This paraglider must be inspected at regular intervals of 24 months by the manufacturer ICARO (Fly & More) or an authorized person.



Inspection Instructions



After 200 flight hours or 24 months, it is important to have your INSTINCT inspected by a trained ICARO technician. Without regular certified inspections, your glider will loose its certification and guarantee.



1st Step: Record Information



Maintenance



2nd Step: Porosity Test



Instructions for inspecting your INSTINCT – S, M, L- (Category 1-2).



Use your porosity meter to perform porosity checks at 5 different places of the canopy. The result of the first test is recorded in the inspection protocol and is to be evaluated according to the internal guidelines of the workshop. Proceed accordingly with the other 4 recordings.



Item To Be Inspected Your paraglider is subject to all sorts of wear and tear. However, for reasons of safety and for insurance purposes, your TWICE must be inspected at regular intervals.
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Spread out your paraglider in a big bright room and make a note of information such as model, type and serial number.



3rd Step: Visual Control of the Risers and Lines Check the risers, the trimmers, the stitching at each line loop, the brake lines, all seams and line contact points. Each line must be measured and inspected for kinks. One A-line must be removed, measured and submitted to a strength test. The breaking value of the stressed line must be noted in the inspection protocol. A strain of 5kg is put on the replacement A-line to stretch it. It is then cut to the
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length of the removed one and sewn on. This procedure has to be repeated with one B and one C line. Minimal strength requirements are 750 Newton per line.



VI.



Last But Not LEAST ...



th



4 Step: Visual Control of the Canopy Hang up the canopy so that you can do a visual check of your canopy. Check for perforations in the upper and lower sailcloth, damaged stitching between the cells, and damage to the leading/trailing edge reinforcements. Each cell must be checked.



Measure every single line while stressing it with 5kg. Compare with the line plan. Tolerances of +/- 0,5cm are acceptable.



Again, we would like to congratulate you on the purchase of your INSTINCT!! Team ICARO thank you for your trust in our brand and should you have any questions, ideas or criticisms, please contact us. This paraglider has been developed and produced by modern technology and will give you years of pleasurable and unforgettable flight experiences. However, never forget every flying sport is potentially dangerous. Your safety depends on you. This paraglider will not protect you from the dangers of rash flight manoeuvres and weather changes.



6th Step: Line Measurement Protocol and Assessment



ICARO - wings for dreams.



The measurement of each line is noted in the inspection protocol. When all lines have been measured and recorded, the technician must make a general assessment.



Your ICARO-Team.



5th Step: Measurement of the lines



7th Step: Inspect The Backpack Check for damage to the zips, seams and straps and repair if necessary with a sewing machine. 8th Step: General Remarks Any other repairs, corrections etc. to the general condition of the paraglider must be evaluated. A copy of the results of each inspection must be sent on to ICARO Paragliders, Fly & More GmbH. If the glider is not in great condition, the technician can decide to shorten the inspection interval time from 24 to 12 months. The technician must report any unusual faults to Fly & more GmbH within 3 days.



Hochriesstraße 1 83126 Flintsbach, Germany Phone: +49-(0) 8034-909 700 Fax: +49-(0) 8034-909 701 E-mail: [email protected]



Web: http://www.icaro-wings.de



Inspection Reference Only an authorised technician who has been trained by Fly & More is authorised to sign and date the glider certification label and sign the manual.



by



A three week course at Fly & More GmbH, specified to a glider type, is the necessary prerequisite for permission to inspect ICARO Paragliders.



Prerequisites For Paraglider Inspections A three week course at Fly & More GmbH, specified to a glider type, is the necessary prerequisite for permission to inspect ICARO Paragliders.
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Guarantee - Registration



Information About The Seller: ________________________________________________________________ Supplied Through School/Dealer?



Information About Buyer And Paraglider:



_______________________________ _____________ _________________ Name and Size of the Paraglider Date of Purchase Serial Number



________________________________________________________________ Buyers Name



________________________________________________________________ Address



_____________ ____________________________ Zip Code Town/City



___________________ Country



________________________________________________________________ Sellers Name And Stamp Use Of The Paraglider:



___________________________________ Home Flight Area



(Please Tick)



________________________ Flight Experience (Hours/Year)



Hobby



Competition



School



Tandem



Paramotor



Professional Pilot



__________________________ ____________________________ __________________________________ Phone Fax



________________________________________________________________ E - Mail



The extent of guarantee from ICARO Paragliders is repair or replacement. In order to have your paraglider repaired or replaced under guarantee you must: 1. Have this guarantee registration form signed and stamped within 15 days from the dealer or school where you purchased this paraglider and sent back to us. 2. Send the paraglider, freight costs prepaid, to ICARO Paragliders (Fly & More GmbH). We reserve the right to decide whether a paraglider will be replaced or repaired.



Hochriesstraße 1 83126 Flintsbach, Germany Phone: +49-(0) 8034-909 700 Fax: +49-(0) 8034-909 701 E-mail: [email protected] Web: http://www.icaro-wings.de
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____________________________ ___________________________ Place, Date Signature
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Appendix S1: Certification INSTINCT S
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Appendix S2: Airborne Sports Equipment – INFO - INSTINCT S
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Appendix S3: Line Plan INSTINCT S
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Appendix M1: Certification INSTINCT M
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Appendix M2: Airborne Sports Equipment – INFO - INSTINCT M
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Appendix M3: Line Plan INSTINCT M
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Appendix L1: Certification INSTINCT L
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Appendix L2: Airborne Sports Equipment – INFO - INSTINCT L
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Appendix L3: Line Plan INSTINCT L
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Instinct - Para2000 

protection (helmet with chin protection, boots, gloves and an overall). Flying With .... increasing speed when crossing a downwind or during headwind. This type ...
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Instinct TE - ICARO Paragliders 

Repair (R). Which repair/ Check? ..... manual, there is important information inside. ... manual. Test flights are made only on a random basis. On that score an ..... The online form on www.icaro-paragliders.com must be sent at least 6 weeks.
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2007 instinct bar system Accessories 

Materials. Tejin Nylon Rip-stop; Dimension Polyant Dacron; Amstel Spectra Dyneema ... Full carbon bar with composite ends means lightweight strength.
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instinct mortelsoixantedix histoires vraies essais pdf 

Legal instinct mortelsoixantedix histoires vraies essais eBook for free and you can read online at Online Ebook Library. Get instinct mortelsoixantedix histoires ...
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instinct primitif aux portes de la pdf 

PDF Ebook instinct primitif aux portes de la Free Download, Save or Read Online instinct primitif aux portes de la PDF file for free from our online library instinct ...
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instinct mortelsoixantedix histoires vraies essais pdf 

Are you looking for instinct mortelsoixantedix histoires vraies essais PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download instinct mortelsoixantedix histoires vraies ...
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film de tristar pictures total recall basic instinct silent ... AWS 

This Film De Tristar Pictures Total Recall Basic Instinct Silent Hill Sept ANS Au Tibet Le Meilleur Terminator. 2 Le Jugement Dernier PDF on the files/S3Library-Cd8eb-Bc81a-91d2d-6eb7a-5022c.pdf file begin with Intro,. Brief Discussion until the Inde
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instinct la connaissance la raison mamoire lu au ... AWS 

This particular Instinct La Connaissance La Raison Mamoire Lu Au Congras Scientifique Des Catholiques PDF start with Introduction, Brief Session till the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, when presented. It
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sur les traces de lanarchisme au quebec 18601960 instinct libert 

This Sur Les Traces De Lanarchisme Au Quebec 18601960 Instinct Libert Pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if provided. It's going to discuss primarily con
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instinct de survie tromper le destin sur les plus hauts 

Read and Save Ebook instinct de survie tromper le destin sur les plus hauts sommets du as PDF for free at Online Ebook Library. Get instinct de survie tromper ...
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zefira - Para2000 

launch characteristics of the glider. The line .... As this is not a training manual we will not try to teach you launching techniques. ... The ZEFIRA has very good launch behaviour in no wind conditions. ..... then inflated with air for a flotation 
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Ascent3 - Para2000 

1. Owner's Manual and Service Booklet. Serial Number: ... may be changed without prior notice. No part of these documents may be copied or transmitted for any purpose in any manner or by any means .... Speed system . ...... the very high standards we
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nucleonxx - Para2000 

Ill-adjusted steering lines may cause you to misinterpret the canopy's ..... PVC tube rigid plastic rod. The most soft handle is obtained when no insertion is used.
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Voyager - Para2000 

every paraglider the Voyager Biplace has itÂ´s own characteristics. .... M and the Voyager Biplace S (for tandem-flights) have got a Trimmersystem at the D-. Riser.
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Service - Para2000 

Never use flammable products. rePair: All repairs must be carried out by the manufacturer or by an authorised skywalk-Service-Centre. Amateur repairs can ...
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futura - Para2000 

(41x2)+6 (42x2)+6 (45x2)+6 (48x2)+6 .... 6. TRIMMING. The Futura has fixed v-fines which combine the best glide angle and best launch ...... P1111()R141\NCI.
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compact - Para2000 

Wrong execution of the maneuvers may result in crash. a) Tucks and recovery. We recommend to always keep firm hold on the brake handles, or even go with ...
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Deck - Para2000 

Deck is developed for maximum safety and ease of flight. As such ... General advice. 20. 6.2. .... This procedure may vary, depending on the instructor, ..... Paragliding is a dangerous and high risk activity, where safety depends on the person.
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Manual - Para2000 

sind â€“, so kann der Gleitschirm eingeschrÃ¤nkt auch Ã¼ber die C-Gurte gesteuert werden. ...... the pilot must be aware of the physical demands of rotation (vertigo).
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Marvel - Para2000 

very easy inflation and simple ground-handling characteristics by take off, ... construction ensures a smooth top surface and precise airfoil reproduction. ... The lines of the Marvel are made of proven strong and stretch resistant non covered ... Th
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Kantega - Para2000 

Page 2. 1. Page 3 ..... The UP Kantega was developed by UP to satisfy the demand for a fast and secure ... Wing span; projected. 8,9 m. 9,3 m. 9,8 m. 10,2 m. 10,6 m. Aspect ratio; real. 5,2 ..... It is a good idea to practice ground handling to get.
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Sherpa - Para2000 

If the UP Sherpa is flown at the lower end of the take off weight range, it ... normally be automatic on release of the brake. Refer .... strange chance the glider does settle into a deep stall ..... mobility of the wing and the ease of learning the 
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en_RZ_Zabi.indd - Para2000 

the world. For this we are thankful for our curiosity about everything that flies, sails and ... There is probably no better endurance test in the world than the Red Bull X-Alps. A glider .... tion of the risers can be found at the end of the instruc
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manual - Para2000 

re you even unfold the CORAL you carefully read this manual in order to be aware of ... Windtech assumes that the purchasing pilot has a license and has taken a training ... Risers are made of pre-stretched polyester of 900 Dan ... Best glide in nil 
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